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NEUTRINO MASSES AND UNIFICATIONOF THE GAUGE AND YUKAWA COUPLINGSKamila KowalskaInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived Marh 20, 2002)There is a onvining experimental evidene that neutrinos are mas-sive. Therefore we investigate the in�uene of the neutrino masses on theuni�ation of gauge and Yukawa ouplings in the framework of the Min-imal Supersymmetri Standard Model. We estimate the ontribution ofthe neutrino Yukawa oupling to the gauge and Yukawa oupling uni�a-tion. We �nd that in the ase of the gauge oupling uni�ation the e�etof massive neutrinos is small and an be negleted. It appears to be muhmore signi�ant, if we explore Yb and Y� equality at the GUT sale. Theneutrino ontribution an hange that relation even by � 12%.PACS numbers: 12.60.Jv, 14.60.St1. IntrodutionThe idea of Grand Uni�ation [1℄ has been known in theoretial physisfor years. One of its most important preditions is the gauge ouplings uni-�ation at the GUT sale. In suh a framework the parameters of the Stan-dard Model (or of its supersymmetri version) are related to the parametersof the uni�ed theory by means of the renormalization-group evolution fromthe assumed GUT sale down to the eletroweak sale. Conversely, the ideaof uni�ation of the strong and eletroweak fores an be e�etively tested byextrapolating the three known gauge ouplings of the SM up to the energysale MGUT. Similarly, sine some of the GUTs predit that the Yukawaouplings should also unify, the extrapolation of these ouplings to the GUTsale provides further test of spei� uni�ation senarios. Requiring uni�-ation may in this ase put some limits on the low energy parameters. Inthe Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model exat b�� Yukawa ouplinguni�ation at the level of two-loop renormalization group equations is possi-ble only for very small and very large values of tan�, i.e. for tan � . 1:7 andtan � & 50. Inluding threshold orretion (�nite supersymmteri one-loop(1823)



1824 K. Kowalskaorretion) to the bottom-quark mass one an enlarge the range of possibletan � values even to tan� . 2:1 and tan� & 10 [2℄.The existene of any additional �eld in a theory has important onse-quenes in the ontext of the uni�ation. The renormalization-group equa-tions are sensitive to the partile ontents of the theory under study. Forexample, the preise gauge oupling uni�ation does not hold in the StandardModel [3℄, while it beomes possible in the MSSM, where the superpartnersof the ordinary partiles are introdued.Reent data, oming from the experiments measuring the neutrino osil-lations ( [4�8℄) indiate that neutrinos have masses, yet still muh smallerthan the other fermions. In that onnetion, the Standard Model (or theMSSM) should be enlarged by the additional �elds, desribing the right-handed neutrinos. The most natural explanation of the smallness of theobserved neutrino masses is to add �R with the mass MR �MZ to the par-tile spetrum. This is always possible in the framework of the SM or MSSM,sine right-handed neutrinos are singlets under gauge group SU(3)�SU(2)�U(1). The e�etive neutrino mass is then generated through the see-sawmehanism [9℄ m� � M2ZMR : (1)Obtaining light (i.e. m� � 1 eV) neutrinos requires therefore the new saleMR to be very large, of the order of 1014 GeV.The in�uene of the neutrino masses on the uni�ation of the gauge ou-plings in the MSSM has been studied in paper of Casas et al. [10℄. In thease of b�� uni�ation similar analysis for small values of tan� (without su-persymmetri one-loop orretion) has been performed by Carena et al. [11℄.They found that the presene of massive neutrinos above the Majorana salemay enlarge the range of tan � onsistent with the uni�ation of the thirdgeneration Yukawa ouplings, if there is large mixing in leptoni setor.Enouraged by those results, in this paper we estimate the ontributionof the neutrino Yukawa ouplings to the running of gauge and Yukawa ou-plings for both small and large tan� regimes, however we do not onsidermixing in leptoni setor. We onsider di�erent neutrino mass hierarhiesas well as di�erent values of the Majorana sale and of the superpartiledeoupling sale MSUSY. We also take into aount the �nite supersymmet-ri one-loop orretion to the bottom quark mass. We onlude that thepresene of the right-handed neutrinos above MR an hange Y�=Yb ratioeven by � 12% and our results agree with those presented in [11℄ for smalltan � and with no mixing. This e�et an be used to obtain b�� uni�a-tion for other values of the MSSM parameters, like superpartile deouplingsale MSUSY or tan �. However, the presene of massive neutrinos does notenlarge the range of tan � values, onsistent with the b�� uni�ation.



Neutrino Masses and Uni�ation : : : 18252. Numerial resultsAll alulations are performed by means of the two-loop renormalization-group equations for the gauge and Yukawa ouplings. Below the saleMSUSYwe use the Standard Model �-funtions of the gauge and Yukawa ouplings[12℄. Between MSUSY and MR the RGEs of MSSM [13℄ are used. Abovethe Majorana sale MR, running of the neutrino Yukawa oupling must betaken into aount. The appropriate two-loop RGEs have been derived usingthe general expression for the two-loop � funtions of the superpotentialparameter Yi given in [13℄. We present them in the Appendix.We use the following input parameters :mt(Mt) = 165 GeV ; mb(Mb) = 4:69 GeV ; m� = 1:78 GeV ;�3(MZ) = 0:1185 ; �2(MZ) = 0:0338 ; �1(MZ) = 0:0169 : (2)The initial values of the Yukawa ouplings are obtained from the relationsYt(Mt) = 1:031r1 + 1tan2 � ; Yb(Mb) = 0:018p1 + tan2 � ;Y� = 0:01p1 + tan2 � : (3)Form the osillation experiments only neutrino mass-squared splittingsan be obtained, not the masses themselves. Therefore, di�erent assump-tions about neutrino mass hierarhy an explain the experimental data: de-generate neutrino eigenstates m1 � m2 � m3 with masses of order 1 eV orlarge hierarhy of neutrino masses m1 � m2 � m3 or m1 � m2 � m3. Inthis onnetion we onsider suh di�erent sets of e�etive neutrino masses:� m�� = m�� = m�e = 1 eV ,� m�� = 4:5 � 10�2 eV, m�� = 10�3 eV , m�e = 10�4 eV ,� m�� = 10�1 eV , m�� = 8:8� 10�2 eV , m�e = 8:8 � 10�2 eV .2.1. Gauge ouplings uni�ationIn the Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model exat uni�ation of thegauge ouplings at the energy MGUT = 1:5 � 1016 GeV is obtained at thetwo-loop level for the supersymmetry breaking sale MSUSY = 1 TeV. Sinethe right-handed neutrinos are singlets under the MSSM gauge group, theuni�ation of the gauge ouplings is a�eted only by the presene of theDira neutrino Yukawa oupling at the two-loop level above the Majoranasale MR. In Fig. 1 we present the dependene of the ratios g1=g3 and g1=g2in the MSSM at the GUT sale as a funtion of the Majorana mass for
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Fig. 1. The ratios g1g2 (MGUT) and g1g3 (MGUT) as a funtion of MR for m�� = m�� =m�e = 1 eV (solid line), m�� = 10�1 eV, m�� = 8:8� 10�2 eV, m�e = 8:8� 10�2eV (dashed line) and m�� = 4:5�10�2 eV, m�� = 10�3 eV, m�e = 10�4 eV (dottedline) .di�erent sets of the neutrino masses at the eletroweak sale. The e�et isexpeted to be the stronger the larger is the initial value of Yn, whih isrelated through the see-saw mehanism to the light neutrino mass and theMajorana sale, Yn � pm�MR. The lines are interrupted when neutrinoYukawa ouplings beome non-perturbative, i.e. Y 2n (MR)=4� � 1.Uni�ation of the gauge ouplings is very weakly a�eted by the neutrinoYukawa ouplings: the biggest e�et is smaller than 1%. It is not a surprisesine Yn arise in �(g) funtions only as a two-loop orretion. Our resultsagree with those presented in [10℄.2.2. b�� uni�ationIn the absene of massive neutrinos and with the initial values (2), theb�� uni�ation is obtained for tan� = 2:1 and tan � = 44. For large valuesof tan� the �nite supersymmetri one-loop orretion to the bottom massmb(MZ) [14℄ beomes very important. The e�ets of threshold orretionsintrodues the dependene on the spetrum of the MSSM, however the looporretion to mb(MZ) is only weakly dependent on spartile masses [2℄ anddoes not hange after resaling of masses of all SUSY partiles.Contrary to the ase of the gauge ouplings, neutrinos a�et the RGEsof Yukawa ouplings at one-loop. Hene one an expet that their in�ueneon the b�� uni�ation is muh more signi�ant. In Fig. 2 we plot the ratioY�=Yb(MGUT) at the GUT sale as a funtion of MR for di�erent values ofthe neutrino masses and tan � = 2:1; 44 respetively. We �x supersymmetriparameters so that the bottom-tau uni�ation holds for tan� = 44 andMSUSY = 1 TeV in the ase of massless neutrinos. The lines are terminatedwhen the neutrino Yukawa oupling reahes the non-perturbative region.
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Fig. 2. The ratio Y�Yb (MGUT) as a funtion of MR for di�erent values of tan� andm�� = m�� = m�e = 1 eV (solid line), m�� = 10�1 eV, m�� = 8:8 � 10�2 eV,m�e = 8:8 � 10�2 eV (dashed line) and m�� = 4:5 � 10�2 eV, m�� = 10�3 eV,m�e = 10�4 eV (dotted line).One observes that introdution of massive neutrinos an hange the ratioY�=Yb even by 12%. As a result, the b�� uni�ation an hold for those valuesof tan� for whih Y�=Yb(MGUT) < 1 in the ase of the massless neutrinoswith the hosen SUSY spetrum. To illustrate this e�et, in Fig. 3 weplot the ratio Y�=Yb(MGUT) at the GUT sale as a funtion of MR fordi�erent values of the neutrino masses and tan� = 3; 4; 30; 50 and with thesupersymmetri parameters as in the previous ase. With massive neutrinosthe ratio Y�=Yb(MGUT) inreases, hene b�� uni�ation an be possible fortan � . 2:1 and tan � & 44 for the hosen set of supersymmetri parameters.With other hoie of SUSY parameters, uni�ation an hold in the range oftan � given in [2℄. However, addition of massive neutrinos annot assureuni�ation for 2:1 . tan� . 10.For some parameters an extremum of the Y�=Yb ratio is observed. Be-yond this ritial point the ratio Y�=Yb dereases when the Majorana massinreases. This is due to the fat that the neutrino Yukawa oupling doesnot a�et the bottom Yukawa �-funtion, but does enter the one of � withpositive sign. Therefore, the larger is the initial value of Yn, the `faster' isthe running of the � Yukawa oupling. However, for �xed m� , larger Ynimplies larger Majorana sale i.e. shorter the interval of sales at whih theneutrino Yukawa oupling a�ets the running of Y� . Therefore, for MR loseto the GUT sale it an happen that, though � Yukawa oupling is strongerrenormalized than in smaller MR ase, the �nal value of Y� will be smaller.The other possibility to obtain b�� uni�ation in the presene of massiveneutrinos is to keep tan� �xed while hanging superpartile spetrum. The
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Fig. 3. The ratio Y�Yb (MGUT) as a funtion of MR for di�erent values of tan� andm�� = m�� = m�e = 1 eV (solid line), m�� = 10�1 eV, m�� = 8:8 � 10�2 eV,m�e = 8:8 � 10�2 eV (dashed line) and m�� = 4:5 � 10�2 eV, m�� = 10�3 eV,m�e = 10�4 eV (dotted line).results of suh an analysis are presented in Figs. 4, 5 for tan � = 2:1 andtan � = 44. As usually, we plot the ratio Y�=Yb(MGUT) as a funtion of theMajorana sale for di�erent values of supersymmetri threshold MSUSY andneutrino masses as in the previous ase. In the large tan� ase we have topay attention to the one-loop orretion to the bottom quark mass [14℄. Sineit depends on the partiles masses, its magnitude might depend strongly onthe MSUSY sale. However, it has been emphasized [14℄ that this orretiondoes not hange after resaling of masses of all SUSY partiles, hene it onlyweakly depends on the superpartner masses.One an see that for tan� = 2:1 the b�� uni�ation is possible only if thesupersymmetry breaking sale is dereased. This is due to the fat that theStandard Model �-funtion of the � Yukawa oupling dereases `slower' thanits supersymmetri ounterpart. Thus, the smaller MSUSY sale, the smalleris the �nite value of Y� . At the same time the b Yukawa oupling is morestrongly renormalized by the MSSM RGEs than by the SM ones. However,this e�et is very weak for small tan �, hene Yb is almost unhanged bymoving the superpartile deoupling sale. This way one an derease theY�=Yb ratio by dereasing MSUSY.
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Fig. 4. The ratio Y�Yb (MGUT) as a funtion of MR for tan� = 2:1, di�erent sets ofneutrino masses and di�erent values of supersymmetri threshold whih, startingfrom below, read MSUSY = 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:7; 1 TeV.

Fig. 5. The ratio Y�Yb (MGUT) as a funtion of MR for tan� = 44, di�erent sets ofneutrino masses and di�erent values of supersymmetri threshold whih, startingfrom below, read MSUSY = 20; 10; 4; 1 TeV.The situation is opposite for tan� = 44 ase. In this ase one has tohoose larger values of MSUSY to get exat b�� uni�ation . It is possibleeven for supersymmetry breaking sale as high as 20 TeV. The mehanismis similar to the one in the previous ase. However, this time the e�ets ofhanging MSUSY are stronger in the bottom quark Yukawa oupling ase.The larger supersymmetri threshold, the larger is the �nal value of Yb whihmakes the ratio Y�=Yb smaller.



1830 K. Kowalska3. ConlusionsIn this paper we have investigated the in�uene of neutrino masses onthe uni�ation of the gauge and Yukawa ouplings in the Minimal Super-symmetri Standard Model. Neutrinos e�et on the uni�ation of the gaugeouplings turned out to be very weak, as one ould expet for the seond-order orretion. The ratios g1=g2 and g1=g3 at the GUT sale are hangedby less than 0.7%.The e�et of the neutrino Yukawa ouplings is muh larger in the ase ofthe b�� uni�ation. Generially the ratio Y�=Yb inreases in the presene ofthe right-handed neutrinos. The e�et depends on the neutrino deouplingsale and on the light neutrino masses and an reah even 12%.This mehanism an make the b�� uni�ation possible for those valuesof the MSSM parameters whih were previously disfavored. It allows thesuperpartile deoupling sale to be smaller (bigger) than 1 TeV for tan� =2:1 (tan � = 44). Moreover, it makes uni�ation possible for those valuesof tan � for whih Y�=Yb < 1 at the GUT sale in the absene of massiveneutrinos. However, this e�et does not enlarge the range of tan�, onsistentwith b�� uni�ation with the supersymmetri one-loop orretion to thebottom quark mass inluded.The analysis presented in this paper an be diretly enlarged by theinlusion of the mixing e�ets in the leptoni setor. Suh an approahdoes not hange the qualitative piture, in whih Y�=Yb ratio inreases inthe presene of massive neutrinos. However, as it has been shown in thepaper by Carena et al. [11℄, large mixing in the leptoni setor an allow b��uni�ation for the intermediate values of tan �, i.e. 2 < tan� < 4, whih isa signi�ant advantage over the ase with no mixing.AppendixTwo-loop renormalization group equations of the Yukawa ouplings abovethe Majorana sale:�(Y u) =116�2 �Tr(3Y uY yu + Y nY yn) + 3Y yuY u + Y ydY d ��163 g23 + 3g22 + 1315g21��Y u+ 1(16�2)2 "�3Tr(3Y uY yuY uY yu + Y uY yuY dY yd + Y nY ynY nY yn)�Y ydY dTr(3Y dY yd + Y eY ye)� 3Y uY yuTr(3Y uY yu + Y nY yn)�4Y uY yuY uY yu � 2Y dY ydY dY yd � 2Y ydY dY yuY u + 25g21Y dY yd+�65g21 + 6g22�Y uY yu +�16g23 + 45g21�TrY uY yu � 169 g43 + 8g23g22



Neutrino Masses and Uni�ation : : : 1831+13645 g23g21 + 152 g42 + g22g21 + 2743450 g41#Y u ; (A.1)�(Y d) =116�2 �Tr(3Y dY yd + Y eY ye) + 3Y ydY d + Y yuY u ��163 g23 + 3g22 + 715g21��Y d+ 1(16�2)2"�3Tr(3Y dY ydY dY yd + Y uY yuY dY yd + Y eY yeY eY ye)�3Y ydY dTr(3Y dY yd + Y eY ye)� 3Y uY yuTr(3Y uY yu + Y nY yn)�4Y dY ydY dY yd � 2Y uY yuY dY yd � 2Y yuY uY yuY u + 45g21Y uY yu+�45g21 + 6g22�Y dY yd +�16g23 � 25g21�TrY dY yd + 65g21Tr(Y eY ye)�169 g43 + 8g23g22 + 89g23g21 + 152 g42 + g22g21 + 28790 g41#Y d ; (A.2)�(Y n) =116�2 �Tr(3Y uY yu + Y nY yn) + 3Y ynY n + Y yeY e ��3g22 + 35g21��Y n+ 1(16�2)2"�3Tr(3Y uY yuY uY yu + Y nY ynY nY yn + Y nY ynY eY ye)�3Y ynY nTr(3Y uY yu + Y nY yn)� 3Y eY yeTr(3Y dY yd + Y eY ye)�4Y nY ynY nY yn � 2Y eY yeY nY yn � 2Y yeY eY yeY e+65g21Tr(YnY yn ) + 6g22Y nY yn +�16g23 + 45g21�TrY uY yu+152 g42 + 95g22g21 + 20750 g41#Y n ; (A.3)�(Y e) =116�2 �Tr(3Y dY yd + Y eY ye) + 3Y yeY e + Y ynY n ��3g22 + 95g21��Y e+ 1(16�2)2"�3Tr(3Y dY ydY dY yd + Y eY yeY eY ye + Y eY yeY nY yn)�3Y yeY eTr(3Y dY yd + Y eY ye)� 3Y nY ynTr(3Y uY yu + Y nY yn)�4Y eY yeY eY ye � 2Y nY ynY eY ye � 2Y ynY nY ynY n
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